
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He offered to serve _______ second for both parties, and to give the word
when to begin.
1. as

Ned and I were glad of the outing, besides escaping from the routine of the
ship, and when we got to Tientsin we strolled about having a look round at the
queer-looking shops and shanties, the _______ of which we had never seen
before.

2.

like

This seat is _______ soft _______ a sofa!3. as as

But he was cool and fearless and had the uncanny cerebration of his kind; I
trusted him _______ completely _______ I trusted Barry, my first officer, who,
_______ myself, was a native of Earth.

4.
as as

like

She went _______ if she had gone up for the day.5. as

_______ we advanced, the country put on a different aspect.6. As

The vote, _______ I said, was taken.7. as

On the eve of St. John, when young girls plait crowns of flowers, which they
throw into the river to see if they are to be married within the year, Mavra
went, _______ the others, to consult fate after this graceful fashion.

8.

like

Her sphere is _______ wide _______ man's.9. as as

He raised his eyebrows _______ he looked at her.10. as

This, however, is _______ it should be.11. as

And now there happened about _______ wonderful an incident _______
anything that I have yet told you.
12. as as

The person employed by Charles in this delicate business was no other
than his friend Francisco Borja, the ex-duke of Gandia, who, _______ himself,
had sought a retreat from the world in the shades of the cloister.

13.
like
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These Singè Dyaks, _______ the others, attend to the warning of birds of
various sorts, some birds being in more repute than others.
14. like

It is Doctor Ricord, with whom I had exchanged a few words previously
and who, _______ the others, takes me for the Wallachian.
15.

like

But that double is almost _______ charming _______ the original.16. as as

He there renewed a former intimacy with the poet Spenser, who, _______
himself, had been rewarded with a grant of land out of forfeited estates, and
then resided at Kilcolman Castle.

17. like

Uncle Jack looked very grave _______ he came up.18. as

Do the thing _______ quietly _______ you can.19. as as

It was _______ if he were seeing her for the first time.20. as
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